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Plans leave out Living Center site

Redesign of St. John’s campus shows no space for nursing home.

By Kelsey Dayton

Two preliminary plans for changing the St. John’s Medical Center campus do not include the Living Center on the grounds.

The St. John’s Medical Center Board of Trustees saw a presentation from Denver-based Davis Partners Architects at its Oct. 24 meeting. In both designs for a revamped hospital campus, a new outpatient surgery center replaces the Living Center, currently housed near the National Elk Refuge on the northern part of the hospital property.

Hospital officials have said a home for the elderly will be a part of St. John’s in the future, but the 28,000-square-foot facility, which can house 60 patients, may be moved off the east Jackson property. Hospital spokeswoman Karen Connelly wrote in an e-mail that St. John’s has not identified an alternative location for a nursing home.

St. John’s CEO Jim Schuessler wrote in an e-mail that, for now, it seems preferable to continue operating the Living Center at the current location. But the feasibility of a new, modernized nursing facility, with space for additional elder-care services at a location off campus, is being explored.

Because the Living Center is outdated, it is reasonable to consider rebuilding and relocating it, Schuessler wrote. A hospital strategic planning committee, which looked at facilities in the past year, realized there are feasibility of a new, modernized nursing facility, with space for additional elder-care services at a location off campus, is being explored.
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A resident’s friend, developer’s foe?

Save Historic Jackson Hole challenges growth.

By Cara Froedge

“No more upzones.” Brian Grubb stood before 100 people at Colter Elementary School, alluding to a phrase that his five bosses – the board of Save Historic Jackson Hole – have taken as their unofficial motto.

“When you ask for an upzone, everything comes to the table,” Grubb told the crowd, gathered to hear the group’s take on a proposed 500-home development called Teton Meadows Ranch. “Increased density means increased money to the developer. The community benefit has to be out there.”

When asked what should be allowed on the 288-acre parcel instead of the affordable housing development, Grubb said simply: “Save Historic Jackson would be confident supporting existing development rights.”

That means about 50 homes, Grubb said.

While statements like these used to draw ire, the turnout for Thursday’s meeting indicates, at least to some, that Save Historic Jackson has evolved into a voice for valley residents but a hurdle for developers.

Today, after four years of fighting development

Delegation learns of Buddhist lore, exotic food, environs ski resorts, airports in rural town.

By Johanna Love

First of two parts - Eds.

TAIHUA, CHINA – From the moment we met him, most of our Wyoming delegation dubbed Ruijiang Zhao the “Happy Buddha.” Always grinning, giggling or gesturing, Zhao did everything with gusto.

The vice-director of the marketing section in the Shanxi Provincial Tourism Administration, Zhao was one of four Chinese hosts who spent a week with the 18 members of our group, guiding us around their province of the People’s Republic of China. He gave us chopstick lessons, encouraged us to eat beijing duck – empty the glass – and played charades to communicate when translators were busy.
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Apologies, but the image contains text that is not readable due to a lack of contrast or clarity. It appears to be a page from a document discussing various cultural and travel experiences in China. The text mentions topics such as cooking, tea ceremonies, travel to different parts of China, and interactions with local culture and traditions. However, without clearer visibility, the specific content and details cannot be accurately transcribed.